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'oa the required curriculum. It used to be you had to have one for four years

in high school, one for two, and both of them for atleant three years in college.

But that is all done sway with now. They are not required or anybody, as tar as

I know, either in higheohool or in college. Well, this book said, they were done

away with, %and the result a.s the result of these experiments. The people who

performed the experiments, and studied the experiments, reached a conclusion from

the experiments, the exact opposite of what the experiments teech. They did it

because they were so anxious to reach that conclusion. Now they are no longer

anxious, because Latin and Greek have been removed tam from our compulsory cur

riculum. Very few studlAd it anymore. That theory of education is dam done away

with. Now we can study the experiments impartially, and now we see as we stddy

the exper*ments, that actually acquired :blity is transmitted, and anything you

learn to do tnoz'eases your ability to do ftything else, and anything you learn

Increases your abilIty to lrn anything else, that is proven now. But the resulti

of the previous experiments were carried out, ind it changed our whole educational

pystem. People then, can advance silly or wrong arguments for things, and humanly

speaking, there is no way to prove that the Jews did not acqt some of these books

on some pretty silly ruments. nd that is a process which went on. There

were not very fantastic arguments, or pure 200ideritz which determined that they

accept one book, and reject another. I mentioned to you the advertisement which

appeared on tMj inside of the back cover of TI) magazine for a period of at3east

three months, about tnijx twenty years ego, which showed a picture showing some

men in a big meeting, somebody with ...8... on his head, and t gave you the

impression, big stirring events are happening, but you didn't know just what.

Underneath it said, Do you know what books were in the Bible w,,vct*tkR simply

because somebody w.-is angry? Or were left out just because somebody was angry?

Or got in there because by one vote they got a majority in a council, or decided

what books should be in ...8... Wouldn't you like to read these books? *ii

Seed five dollars to us, arid we will send you the lost books of the Bible. :nd

they must have made a].ot of money on it, because it took an awful lot of money to

put an ad on the whole inside of the cover of TIME magazine for three months. The:
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